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        The Resort


        Welcome to Le Blanc Resort! A property consisting of two luxury villas, located in Santorini, Cyclades, Greece, just 5 minutes away from Fira.

 

Our nominated architect Ioanna Tsaggouli, made the impossible possible, by combining the absolute luxury and comfort, together with the traditional architectural lines and colors, into two villas so unique as Santorini itslef.  

 

Our moto? 

 

"Definitely the second best place to stay, away from home!"

 

We wish you a pleasant stay!
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                                Facilities
                                from560€
                                                                Space:390 m²
                                                                Persons:12
                                                                King Beds:6 King Beds
                                                                Baths:5 Baths
                                                                View Details
                            
                        
                    

                    Le Blanc Resort (Up to 12 people)


                    Le Blanc Resort is the ideal property for large groups (up to 12 people including kids), who come to the island to celebrate a marriage or any other kind of venue!
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                                Facilities
                                from190€
                                                                Space:120 m²
                                                                Persons:6
                                                                King Beds:3 King Beds
                                                                Baths:2 Baths
                                                                View Details
                            
                        
                    

                    Le Blanc Suite (Up to 6 people)


                    Le Blanc Suite is the perfect place for holidays with discreet luxury, offering relaxing spaces to enjoy the enhancing colours of the Greek nature.
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                                Facilities
                                from400€
                                                                Space:230 m²
                                                                Persons:6
                                                                King Beds:3 King Beds
                                                                Baths:3 Baths
                                                                View Details
                            
                        
                    

                    Le Blanc Nest (Up to 6 People)


                    We made Le Blanc Nest with one thing and only in our minds: Luxury! Here our guests will find every kind of amenity and comfort, all combined in a totally private environment.
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                About Le Blanc Resort


                Le Blanc Resort consists of two Villas:

 

	Le Blanc Suite, a villa of 160 m² in total, with three bedrooms and two full bathrooms, located at the first floor, with a private entrance and a large balcony, and
	Le Blanc Nest, a villa of 230 m² in total, with three en suite bedrooms, located at the ground floor, with a private entrance, a large terrace and a swimming pool. 


 

Both villas can be booked separately, or all together (under the name Le Blanc Resort), according to the number of visitors arriving.
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        Gallery


        A quick snapshot at Le Blanc Resort
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                Book now& Get Exclusive Deals


                Book your stay now, and get advantage of the really low prices that only our site offers.
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            The Location


            Le Blanc Resort is located at Mesaria village on the main road Firon - Ormou Perissis, at a traditional building with private premises and more than 10 parking spaces.

The resort is within 5 mins distance by car, from both the airport and Fira the capital city of the island. There the visitor will find restaurants, shops, museums, supermarkets, local stores and enjoy the best night life that the island has to offer. Between the property and Fira (almost 800 meters away), there is a village called Karterados, with cafeterias, supermaket, laundry, restaurants, pharmacy and many more shops. On the south end (1km away), Mesaria' s centre is located with even more stores.

The island of Santorini is quite large and therefore hiring a car or a bike is recommended. However there is an excellent bus service touring all the island in frequient intervals with a bust stop located just outside the property.
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    The Experience


    Hear you can read the thoughts and reviews that our customers left at the relevant booking sites.
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                Simply put, I couldn't have asked more from a host. He was extremely flexible and helpful in every possible way. The property lights up with sun and it was a escape I hoped.

                Viswanath, Netherlands
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                LA CASA ES MUY COMODA, CON UNA DECORACION EXQUISITA. LIMPIABAN TODOS LOS DIAS. UBICACION CERCA DE FIRA CON LO QUE TE PUEDES MOVER SIN PROBLEMA POR TODA LA ISLA EN POCO TIEMPO. TIENE PARKING EN EL ALOJAMIENTO. TODO EL MENAJE NECESARIO. Y LO MEJOR DE TODO ES EL ANFITRION QUE ESTABA PENDIENTE DE NOSOTROS EN TODO MOMENTO Y NOS AYUDO TANTO CON RESERVAS EN RESTAURANTES, BARCO E INCLUSO NOS AYUDO CON EL TEMA DE LAS PCR QUE NOS TENIAMOS QUE HACER. ASI DA GUSTO VIAJAR. SIEMPRE DISPUESTO A AYUDAR Y EN CUALQUIER MOMENTO. RESPONDIA AL INSTANTE. GRACIAS POR LA HOSPITALIDAD. ES UN SITIO QUE MERCE LA PENA. FUIMOS UN GRUPO DE 10 PERSONAS.

                Ana, Spain
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                Very professional staff. You could tell from the way Fanis took care of all of our requests, he is a very seasoned tourism professional. the place was exactly as depicted in the advertisement. cleaning staff did also a really good job. My wife, our children(4&1) and my self had a very pleasant stay.

                Theophilos, Denmark
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                Great location as you are fairly central in Santorini. Fantastic space for 6 people with a great pool area, lovely social space and really nice sized bedrooms. Lots of places to eat and shop at within a 10 min walk from the Villa which was ideal. Excellent sound system which came in use for sure while we were relaxing :D The owner was fantastic and really polite. Incredibly responsive to any questions I had and was kind enough to provide us with a case of water on arrival. Really well equipped Villa. Would highly recommend it if you are going in a group of 6!!

                Kiranpal Sall, UK
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                We were a family of 8 and took the entire villa. We were very comfortable there. Location was central but a car is needed. The host was attentive. Filling our grocery list prior to arrival. Daily maid service was great.

                Lori, Montreal, Canada
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                The house has lots of spaces for my party of 6, beautiful decorations & has everything you need. It’s great location, close to Fira. It’s amazing place & highly recommended!

                Bounvilay, Florida, US
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                As someone who relies heavily on reviews, I was a little apprehensive to book this property for me and my friends who were travelling to Santorini for a wedding. The property looked amazing online but didn’t have many reviews to support this. Having now stayed here I can now confirm that the place is entirely as STUNNING as shown in the pictures, if not even better. When we arrived the place was spotless, the rooms were fully kitted out with additional bedding and towels (if required), toiletry accessories such as cotton buds but also SPF and after sun (which was such a great touch). The kitchen has everything you could need - kitchenware, dining ware and even a first aid kit. The cleaner came everyday and was an absolute pleasure. Our entire stay in Santorini was wonderful and this was so largely due to Le Blanc Resort, the owner and the unconditional hospitality he provided! Thank you so much!


                Gabriela, UK
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                Our family of four greatly enjoyed our stay. All three bedrooms were nice size and the unit was very modern. We also enjoyed the outdoor seating area. The unit was cleaned daily and kept spotlessly clean. The unit is conveniently located to all of Santorini.


                William, US
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                The property is perfect for a group - we each had our own room and bathroom. The Property was well kept, extremely clean and high quality. Fanis was an excellent host and was accessible at all times. He even brought us water every day. The location is good, it's right next to a bus stop that takes you directly into Fira (less than 5 minutes). 


                Jonathan, US
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                Le Blanc Suite was perfect for our family of four (two adults and 2 teenagers), with its two bedrooms and three beds. The check-in and check-out process were very easy. The location was great, with both the north and south of the island being an easy drive from the airbnb. There are also many good restaurants and bakeries within short drives from this location. We would highly recommend this airbnb.


                Andy, Lafayette, CO
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                "It’s a great place to live, easy to go anywhere. The house is clean and designed well, just like pictures. Our host is really nice. He helped us to carry the luggages. And he also brought us some fruits, breads, and wine. Even though we checked out at 6:15am, he woke up and insist to help us check out. He glad took our post card and helped us to send it out. It was an amazing experience! We will come back when we get chance!"


                Xiaozhou, Los Angeles, CA
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                "This place is beautiful. The pictures do it no justice. The host, Fannis, greeted us upon arrival and immediately we felt at home. They even took the time to have fruits and drinks available to us! During the stay when we had trouble finding taxis, he would assist in calling one. There was a cleaning lady that came daily. This entire stay was perfect. The hospitality exceeded our expectations. To top it off, we left our phone at a local shop and the host went to pick it up and have it delivered - we had already left Santorini and checked out! He did this out of pure kindness. Thank you!"


                Beverly, Lewisville, TX
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                "This apartment is just perfect to stay in, very clean, confortable and aesthetically pleasant ! We felt right at home, like a "home away from home". Excellent hospitality, we even had fruits and drinks available and a bottle of wine! Only 5 mins away from Fira by car or by bus and 15 mins drive to Oia. Faris was very helpful and accommodating, he replied to my messages instantly whenever I needed his help. He insisted in helping us carrying our luggages up and down the stairs and helped me send my post cards! If I ever come back to Santorini, I wouldn't think twice about coming back to this airbnb again."


                Florence, Alfortville, France
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                "The Le Blanc Suite absolutely exceeded our expectations! The home is exactly as shown in the photos. Both Fanis and Vassilis are very responsive and are very hospitable. We were a group 5 people and fit perfectly in the space. We enjoyed the bottle of wine and espresso coffee machine. The beds were very comfortable. If you want a clean hotel feel but with the comfort and privacy of a home, this is the place to stay. The entire home was clean and spacious. The location is great and only a short drive from many beaches. I highly recommend this place and plan to return to Santorini one day!"


                Erica, San Antonio, TX
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                "The owner was very kind and explained well about all the details of the facility. It was clean as expected. I will tell my friends that it is a good place to stay if you visit Santorini."


                Kim Kyungsil, South Korea
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                "This is a luxury home with all the amenities you need. The home is very modern and has beautiful features. They went out of their way to provide wine and fruit. It is a private location perfect for someone with a car. There were lots of details that made us feel at home, like a microwave, TV, dishwasher."


                Phillip, Fort Lauderdale, FL
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                "Our Stay in this place was better than we expected. A clean, stylish, modern, and nice apartment. Thank you so much!!!" 


                Ronaldo, Rio Verde, Brazil
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                "One thing which reviews do not mention is the incredible hospitality provided by Fanis and Vassilis. They are incredible hosts and are available for almost any help needed however big or small"


                Nitesh, India
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                "It was the best accomdation that I have lived abroad. Beautiful new decoration, clean room, complete establishments （Wi-Fi, car park, 24 hour hot water, oven, mircowave, cooker, dish clean machine, wash machine, fridge and bluetooth speaker!) and it is located at a very quite place which close a seafood market and supermarket. Especially for the three big double rooms and excellent living room! It will be the first choice if we go to Santorini once more."


                Yao Renjie, China
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                "We absolutely fell in love with the house as soon as we walked in. The house was gorgeous and clean. They made sure to leave espresso pods, honey and fruit for us which was the perfect touch. We also made a lot of use out of the washer which they had detergent for so we didn't even have to pay for it. The house is in a great location in Mesaria just about 10 mins walking distance to the nearest town and even closer if you rent a car/moped. We loved Santorini but staying here made our stay even better! Thanks Vassilis!"


                Kyle, Las Vegas
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    Write Your Experience



    
    
        Le Blanc Awards
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	+ 30 6944 202557
	info@leblancsuite.com
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